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Germination involves highly dynamic transcriptional programs1

as the cells of seeds reactivate and express the functions neces-2

sary to establish in the environment. Individual cell types have3

distinct roles within the embryo, so must therefore have cell-type4

specific gene expression and gene regulatory networks. We can5

better understand how the functions of different cell types are6

established and contribute to the embryo by determining how7

cell-type specific transcription begins and changes through ger-8

mination. Here we describe a temporal analysis of the germinat-9

ing Arabidopsis embryo at single-cell resolution. We define the10

highly dynamic cell-type specific patterns of gene expression and11

how these relate to changing cellular function as germination12

progresses. Underlying these are unique gene regulatory net-13

works and transcription factor activity. We unexpectedly dis-14

cover that most embryo cells transition through the same initial15

transcriptional state early in germination, after which cell-type16

specific gene expression is established. Furthermore, our analy-17

ses support previous findings that the earliest events leading to18

the induction of embryo growth take place in the vasculature.19

Overall, our study constitutes a general framework to charac-20

terise Arabidopsis cell states through embryo growth, allow-21

ing investigation of different genotypes and other plant species22

whose seed strategies may differ.23
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Introduction28

Germination is the process through which seeds begin to29

grow and establish in their environment, which is funda-30

mental to agricultural production. Success requires that the31

seed monitor both its internal resources and surrounding,32

external conditions, then co-ordinate appropriate responses33

based upon this information to ensure that the time and place34

are suitable for future plant growth. Germination and early35

seedling growth are consequently plastic, dynamic processes.36

The seed is a complex structure comprised of many tissues37

and cell types [1–3]. These have individual functions and bio-38

chemistry that enable tight spatiotemporal control of growth39

and development. Variation in temperature is sensed and in-40

terpreted as a signal to germinate by just tens of cells in the41

embryonic radicle of dormant Arabidopsis seeds, in conjunc-42

tion with the monolayer of cells in the endosperm [4, 5].43

Growth is then driven by cell expansion once germination44

commences, with both spatial and temporal variation in ex-45

pansion rates. Initially, growth occurs in cells adjacent to46

the radicle tip, then proceeds to include cells further along47

the radicle and in the hypocotyl [6]. The end of germination48

is defined by the emergence of the radicle through the testa49

(seed coat), following which the cotyledons emerge and the50

seedling transitions from heterotrophic to photoautotrophic51

growth [7].52

Spatiotemporal control of growth and development requires53

correspondingly precise regulation of gene expression. The54

nuclei of mature Arabidopsis embryo cells condense and55

transition to a heterochromatic state by the end of seed devel-56

opment, repressing gene expression [8–10]. This is thought57

to be an adaptation to tolerate the desiccation of seeds that58

occurs at the end of seed development [9]. The nuclei then59

reverse this process as the seed imbibes water and germina-60

tion commences, decondensing and transitioning to the eu-61

chromatic state required for gene transcription [9, 11]. How-62

ever, germination considered in the strict sense (i.e. to the63

point of radicle protrusion) is thought to be dependent only64

on translation, whereas de novo transcription during germi-65

nation is non-essential [12]. Consistent with this, mature66

Arabidopsis seeds contain populations of stored transcripts67

that were transcribed during seed development, a subset of68

which are translated early in germination [12–14]. During69

this time the developing embryo draws upon stored energy70

reserves, primarily in the form of lipids but also from cell71

wall carbohydrates [8, 15–18]. Nonetheless, transcription72

and de novo gene expression occur relatively early in ger-73

mination, within 1-2 hours of imbibition [19, 20]. A cascade74

of transcription factors regulate gene expression at this time,75

which influences the speed at which germination progresses76

and is essential for a successful transition to post-germination77

seedling establishment [5, 13, 19, 21, 22]. Temporal changes78
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occur in DNA methylation and small RNA abundance during79

germination, both of which are likely to be involved in gene80

regulation [13, 23, 24]. Gene expression also varies spatially81

within seeds, reflecting the different functions of tissues and82

cell types [1, 4, 25–27]. However, the resolution of spatial83

studies, and consequently the insight they provide, have been84

limited by the precision and scale achieved by the predomi-85

nant methods of hand isolation or laser capture microdissec-86

tion [1, 25, 26].87

By understanding the spatiotemporal regulation of gene ex-88

pression in seeds we can better understand how the functions89

of different cell types are specified, and how these contribute90

to the functions of the seed as a whole. To this end, we in-91

vestigated gene expression dynamics in the Arabidopsis em-92

bryo over the first 48 hours of germination, as it transitions93

into a seedling, at single-cell resolution. We then interro-94

gated the data to understand how the transcriptional identity95

of cells was established and how gene expression was reg-96

ulated. We observed that most cells pass through a shared97

early transcriptional state, before transitioning to their cell-98

specific transcriptional states. Once established, these cell-99

specific transcriptional states were dynamic over germina-100

tion and reflected changing functional properties of cells.101

We constructed gene regulatory models for each cell type,102

from which we predicted key transcription factors active in103

individual cell types. This study provides unprecedented in-104

sight into the different regulatory mechanisms operating as a105

seedling establishes itself within the environment.106

Results107

Generating a single-cell gene expression atlas of ger-108

minating embryos. The major goals of our study were to109

characterise how gene expression differs between the cell110

types that constitute germinating Arabidopsis embryos and111

to determine how these patterns of gene expression may be112

regulated. To this end, we generated a single-cell RNA-seq113

(scRNA-seq) atlas of germinating Arabidopsis embryos (Fig.114

1). Three time points post-stratification were selected for115

analysis (12, 24 and 48 hours), corresponding to early, mid116

and the end of germination in our conditions (Fig. 1a) [13].117

Seeds were harvested at each time point and embryos were118

released from the seed coat by physical disruption. Proto-119

plasts were then isolated and enriched to high purity in order120

to physically separate the cells from one-another and make121

them amenable to microfluidic handling.122

Isolation of protoplasts affects gene expression in sampled123

cells, creating a technical effect that must be controlled for in124

subsequent analyses [28]. To enable this correction we anal-125

ysed the effect of protoplast isolation on embryo transcrip-126

tomes using bulk RNA-seq (i.e. not scRNA-seq). We com-127

pared transcriptomes in whole, isolated embryos with those128

of our protoplast preparation, finding that 1,202 genes were129

differentially expressed between them (1% FDR, log2 fold-130

change greater than 1.5, Fig. 1b-c, Supplementary Table 1).131

The genes responsive to protoplast isolation responded con-132

sistently across all time points (Fig. 1b). These genes were133

excluded from our subsequent scRNA-seq data analyses.134

Other plant single-cell gene expression studies have also used135

protoplast isolation to separate cells [28–34]. Approaches136

to correct for the effect of protoplast isolation have var-137

ied; some studies have applied bulk RNA-seq in the same138

manner as ourselves, whilst others have either used a sin-139

gle previously-generated reference set of protoplast-isolation140

responsive genes [28] or reported no correction at all. It is141

possible that the population of protoplast isolation respon-142

sive genes varies dependent upon experimental conditions,143

growth stage and other factors. We tested this by determining144

how many of the responsive genes were shared between our145

analysis and the previously generated reference set. Only 75146

of our 782 upregulated protoplast isolation responsive genes147

were shared between the two datasets (Fig. 1d, Supplemen-148

tary Table 1). This indicates that it is important the effects of149

cell or protoplast isolation are analysed and controlled for in150

parallel when conducting scRNA-seq.151

Transcriptomes of germinating embryo protoplasts were152

analysed using the 10x Genomics Chromium platform in or-153

der to produce a single-cell atlas (Fig. 2, Extended Data Fig.154

1). Two biologically-independent replicates were conducted155

per time point. This yielded a total of 12,798 cells, with an156

average 1,025 expressed genes per cell (Extended Data Fig.157

1a,b). Cell recovery and the number of detected genes in-158

creased with time of germination, though equal numbers of159

cells were loaded per sample (Extended Data Fig. 1a). It160

is likely this occurred because the amount of transcripts per161

cell was low in the early stages of germination, affecting the162

detection of true cells from background [13]. We integrated163

data from all samples to minimize technical effects, then clus-164

tered cells according to their transcriptional profiles, and vi-165

sualised the resulting clusters in two dimensions with UMAP166

(uniform manifold projection) to assess consistency between167

replicates and time points (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 1c-e).168

Cells from independent replicates of individual time points169

were co-located in the analysis, indicating replicates were170

consistent with one another after data integration (Extended171

Data Fig. 1d). Fifteen distinct clusters of cells with simi-172

lar transcriptional profiles were resolved amongst these data,173

which likely represent different cell types and states (Fig. 2a).174

The cell clusters detected within embryos differed markedly175

between the 12, 24 and 48 h time points (Fig. 2c, d, Extended176

Data Fig. 1f). No cell division occurs in embryos during ger-177

mination, so no new cells arise in the time-period studied [6].178

Consequently, the differences in cell clusters between time-179

points indicate that the transcriptional states of individual cell180

types within the embryo change over time during germina-181

tion, even when considering that we did not capture a subset182

of transcript-poor cells at the early timepoints. This means183

that the cell clusters defined in our experiment correspond to184

‘cell states’ adopted by the various cells and tissues through185

the timecourse of germination, rather than to cell types di-186

rectly. The consistency between replicates at individual time187

points was considered (Fig. 1d,f). Largely the same clusters188

were present in each replicate, but the proportions of cells in189

those clusters varied. As gene expression is highly dynamic190

at this time, even a very small shift in harvest time or envi-191
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Fig. 1. Germinating embryo scRNA-seq experimental design and impact of protoplast isolation on the transcriptome.a, Germination procedure and sampling
for transcriptomic analyses. (1) RNA-seq of whole isolated embryo without protoplast isolation; (2) RNA-seq of embryo protoplasts; (3) scRNA-seq of individual embryo
protoplasts. b,c Expression changes of 1,202 genes in response to protoplast isolation (log-fold changes). The transcriptional response to protoplast isolation was consistent
across time-points. d, Limited overlap in upregulated genes upon protoplast isolation between this study and a previous study by Birnbaum and colleagues [28].
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Fig. 2. Annotation of germinating embryo cell types using literature curated marker transcripts. a, UMAP dimensional reduction and visualisation of 12,798 cells in
15 clusters. b, Spatial distribution of cell clusters in the Arabidopsis embryo. c, Bubble plots showing enrichment of expression of representative cell-type specific marker
transcripts in 15 clusters and the percentage of cells from the two biological replicates within each cluster at each time point. Marker transcripts were identified from published
studies d, UMAP dimensional reduction and visualisation of cells across three time points, 12 h, 24 h and 48 h, showing the temporal changes in cell and cluster detection.
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ronmental conditions might cause differences between repli-192

cates. Overall, however, the replicates corresponded well193

with one another.194

Annotation of cell types in the germinating embryo195

single-cell gene expression atlas. We annotated the clus-196

ters within the embryo single-cell atlas so that we could inter-197

pret the changes occurring amongst them during germination198

(Fig. 2c). Annotation of single-cell data is often achieved by199

reference to an existing ground-truth dataset of manually dis-200

sected or sorted cells from the organ of interest [28, 30–32].201

A comprehensive ground-truth dataset does not exist that de-202

scribes all cell types of the embryo during germination. To203

overcome this we investigated the published literature and204

identified relevant marker genes from several studies, then205

compared them to genes expressed specifically in one or a206

small number of clusters (Supplementary Table 2).207

We were able to infer identities for thirteen of the fifteen208

clusters (Fig. 2c). We detected the most abundant cell209

types of the cotyledon (mesophyll, clusters 3, 13), hypocotyl210

(cortex, clusters 1, 5, 7; epidermis, 6; cortex/endodermis,211

2) and radicle (epidermis, 10, radicle apical meristem, 14;212

quiescent centre/columella, 4). Cell-type markers were ex-213

pressed clearly by cluster 2 (cortex/endodermis) and clus-214

ter 10 (epidermis), but we could not distinguish whether215

these were resident in the hypocotyl or radicle, likely re-216

flecting that these cell types are continuous between the two217

organs at this developmental stage. Cells of the provascu-218

lature (protophloem, 15; protoxylem, 9; provascular cells,219

12) were mostly detected at the 48 h time point. Identi-220

ties could not be assigned to clusters 8 and 11 because they221

did not show clear enrichment of expression for any marker222

genes from the literature, indicating the clusters may repre-223

sent some uncharacterised cell state or type. Clusters strongly224

expressing the marker transcripts of the shoot apical meris-225

tem WUSCHEL (WUS, AT2G179500), CLAVATA3 (CLV3,226

AT2G27250), SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM, AT1G62360)227

and KNOTTED1-LIKE HOMEOBOX GENE 6 (KNAT6,228

AT1G23380) were not detectable in the dataset. Some enrich-229

ment of KNAT6 and STM was detected in clusters 4 and 10,230

suggesting that these clusters might include the small num-231

ber of shoot apical meristem cells. The absence of a clear232

shoot apical meristem cluster likely occurred because these233

cells are very rare (approximately 8 cells) relative to the total234

number of cells in the embryo.235

We first validated annotations for clusters 9 and 14 by RNA236

in situ hybridisation. We annotated cluster 9 as protoxylem237

within the provasculature, and present only at 48 h. The238

scRNA-seq analysis indicated that AT1G55210 expression239

was an independent marker for cluster 9, which had not been240

used in the initial literature-based annotation of the cluster,241

so we determined the location of its transcripts by RNA in242

situ hybridisation (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Tables 3, 4, Ex-243

tended Data Fig.2). Correspondingly, a signal was detected244

specifically within the protoxylem at 48 h, but was not de-245

tected at 24 h. We also validated the annotation of cluster 14246

as radicle apical meristem cells, present only at 48 h. The lo-247

cation of the independent marker transcript AT3G20470 was248

examined. A signal was specifically detected in cells of the249

radicle apical meristem region and only at 48 h, but with the250

signal weaker in the radicle cortex cells (Fig. 3b, Supple-251

mentary Tables 3, 4, Extended Data Fig. 2). This observation252

corresponded with our annotation of cluster 14 from known253

marker transcripts, which indicated the presence of epider-254

mis, endodermis, atrichoblast and root cap marker transcripts255

(Fig. 2c). The marker gene validation results for both clusters256

were also consistent with the changes in detection of clusters257

over time described above, further illustrating the dynamic258

nature of cell transcriptomes during germination (Fig. 2c,259

Extended Data Fig. 1e).260

An initial cell transcriptional state is established early261

in germination. We sought next to understand how initial262

cell transcriptional states are established as cells commence263

activity. The earliest germination time point, 12 h, was dom-264

inated by cells of clusters 8 and 11 (cluster 8, 26.74%, and265

cluster 11, 37.27%, of cells captured at 12 h) (Fig. 4, 1f).266

Like many other clusters, the presence of clusters 8 and 11267

was dynamic across germination, being greatest at 12 h, and268

with the clusters being almost entirely absent by 48 h (Fig.269

4a). We were unable to identify known cell-type marker tran-270

scripts from published literature with which clusters 8 and271

11 could be annotated. Cluster 8 did express marker tran-272

scripts of mature embryos/dry seeds, suggesting that it might273

be comprised of cells in an early germination state that has274

not previously been characterized (Fig. 2c) [35]. To test this275

idea we assessed the similarity of the cluster 8 and 11 tran-276

scriptomes with the transcriptomes of whole seeds at earlier277

germination time points (Fig. 4b). To do so we used a dataset278

of whole (bulk) seed RNA-seq that included 1, 6 and 12 h279

germination time points, earlier than in our scRNA-seq, and280

calculated identity (module) scores between each cell and281

the bulk seed transcriptomes [13]. Cluster 8 cells identified282

strongly with transcriptomes of 1 and 6 h bulk seeds, more283

strongly than all other clusters, whilst cluster 11 did not. This284

suggests that the biological properties of clusters 8 and 11 are285

distinct.286

The physical locations of cells in clusters 8 and 11 were287

determined in order to better understand their biological288

properties. We examined the localisation of two marker289

transcripts for each cluster using RNA in situ hybridisa-290

tion. Expression of cluster 8 marker transcripts (AT4G25140,291

AT5G35660) was detected throughout the whole embryo292

(cotyledon, hypocotyl, radicle, and provasculature) at 12 h293

(Fig. 4c, Supplementary Table 4, 5, Extended Data Fig.294

3). Contrastingly, both marker transcripts of cluster 11295

(AT5G10520 and AT1G27130) were detected only at the296

provasculature cells (Fig. 4d, Supplementary Table 4, 5, Ex-297

tended Data Fig. 3). The expression domain of cluster 11298

marker transcripts corresponds to a defined region of abscisic299

acid and giberellic acid signalling that are proposed to regu-300

late the decision to germinate in dormant seeds, an event that301

precedes the germination events covered by our experiments302

[4]. Considered together, these data indicate that cluster 8303

represents a general cell transcriptional state through which304

most cells of the embryo pass early in germination. By con-305
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Fig. 3. Validation of cell type annotation using RNA in situ hybridization. Expression domains of independent marker transcripts of a, cluster 9 and b, cluster 14
confirmed the physical location of the cells in these clusters. Signals were detected at 48 h, but not at 24 h, confirming also the temporal detection of these clusters in
scRNA-seq data. At each timepoint the left panel shows the results of hybridization with antisense probes (i.e. the test), whilst right panels show the results of hybridization
with sense probes (negative control). Scale bars indicate 200 µm.

trast, cluster 11 likely represents the set of cells where the306

decision to germinate was made, which appear to have a dif-307

ferent transcriptional state during early germination than all308

other cells.309

As clusters 8 and 11 represent two different populations of310

cells, we expected that active biological functions would dif-311

fer between their respective cells. We investigated these bi-312

ological functions by assembling the cluster 8 and 11 cells313

onto pseudotime trajectories and analysing the functions of314

the genes expressed in each cluster using an approach called315

Continuous-State Hidden Markov Models TF (CSHMM-TF)316

(Fig. 4e, Extended Data Fig. 4, Supplementary Tables 6,317

7) [36]. The CSHMM-TF method assigns activation time318

of TFs based on both their expression and the expression of319

their target genes. Not all cells become active at the same320

time during germination, and there is variability in the pre-321

cise time of germination between genetically identical seeds322

[5, 37, 38]. Consequently, the cells will be spread across a323

developmental trajectory of gene expression, with each cell324

in a slightly different expression state. Assembly of the cells325

onto a pseudotime trajectory arranges the cells according to326

their expression states, and thereby developmental progres-327

sion, enabling more precise examination of how gene expres-328

sion changes during germination. CSHMM-TF also identi-329

fies where gene expression of groups of cells diverge sub-330

stantially during pseudotime, splitting cells with different ex-331

pression states onto different paths.332

Cells of cluster 8 first expressed genes involved in utilisa-333

tion of energy resources (ATP, oil bodies, path P0), followed334

by RNA processing, translation and hypoxia (P1) (Fig. 4e,335

Extended Data Fig. 4, Supplementary Tables 6, 7). The ex-336

pression of energy biology functions earliest likely indicates337

the initiation of metabolism, whose resumption in low oxy-338

gen conditions would result in the observed hypoxia response339

at this phase of germination [39]. Cells then split along two340

gene expression paths (P2 and P3/4). In both paths, cells341

expressed genes involved in mRNA metabolism and energy342

biology, but path P3/4 cells expressed more protein process-343

ing and translation functions. The pattern of gene expression344

differed in cluster 11 cells compared with cluster 8 (Fig. 4e,345

Extended Data Fig. 4, Supplementary Tables 6, 7). Genes346

associated with hypoxia were already expressed at the ear-347

liest phase of the model, which would be consistent with348

metabolism in these cells having become active earlier or349

more rapidly than cells of cluster 8 (P1). Cluster 11 cells350

then split along three gene expression paths (P1, P2/3 and351

P4). Expression of functions involved in translation and ri-352

bosome biogenesis featured in two cluster 11 paths (P1 and353

P2/3), and overall more clearly so than in the cluster 8 model,354

suggesting translational activity may be greater in cluster 11355

cells. For both cluster 8 and 11, the pseudotime arrangement356

was consistent with the actual germination time of cells (Fig.357

4e). Overall, these analyses may indicate that cells of cluster358

11 have progressed to a more advanced stage of germination359

than cells of cluster 8.360

Gene expression is regulated by the action of transcription361

factors that form gene regulatory networks. The differing362

patterns of gene expression between cells of clusters 8 and363

11 indicate different gene regulatory networks act within364

the clusters. We examined these gene regulatory networks365
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Fig. 4. Initial transcriptional states are established early in germination. a, UMAP dimensional reduction and visualisation of cluster 8 and 11 cells across three time
points, 12 h, 24 h and 48 h. b, Comparison of transcriptomes of each cell, grouped by cluster, against whole (bulk) seed transcriptomes from early time points during
germination. The transcriptomes of cluster 8 cells are strongly similar to transcriptomes of bulk seeds at 1 and 6 h of germination. c,d RNA in situ hybridisation to confirm
the location of clusters 8 c and 11 d using two cluster-specific marker transcripts for each. Expression of each marker is shown in an adjacent UMAP dimensional reduction
plot; these plots display all cells detected at 12 h, some of which belonging to other clusters. Scale bars = 200 µm. Arrows indicate regions where signals were detected.
e, Pseudotime models of cell developmental trajectories for clusters 8 and 11, constructed using CSHMM-TF. P indicates paths, D indicates split nodes. Split nodes are the
start and end of each path. Major gene ontology terms associated with each stage of models are summarised and predicted regulatory transcription factors listed.
Liew et al. | Establishment of cell transcriptional identity during seed germination 7
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by identifying candidate transcription factors active in cells366

of either cluster (Fig. 4e, Supplementary Tables 6, 7).367

CSHMM-TF models also predict which transcription factors368

are active within each gene expression path of the pseudo-369

time trajectories. This is achieved by integrating transcrip-370

tion factor binding data, here provided as experimentally-371

validated target genes for >500 Arabidopsis transcription fac-372

tors from genome-wide in vitro protein-DNA binding assays373

[40]. Twenty-two predicted regulatory transcription factors374

were unique to one cluster (7 in cluster 8, 15 in cluster 11),375

whilst 8 were shared between both clusters. Known regula-376

tors of brassinosteroid hormone responses were amongst the377

transcription factors shared between clusters (BIM2, BEH3,378

BEH4), which is notable because brassinosteroid has an im-379

portant role in cell division and growth [41]. Two tran-380

scription factors specific to cluster 8 may have functions in381

embryo development, seed maturation and lipid accumula-382

tion (AREB3, FUSCA3) [41–43]. Another cluster 8 spe-383

cific transcription factor (GT-1) may promote light respon-384

sive gene expression, consistent with the recent exposure of385

the seeds to light as a germination trigger [44]. A cluster 11-386

specific transcription factors has a role in mucilage produc-387

tion (DF1), which occurs early in germination [45]. Other388

cluster 11-specific transcription factors are involved in cal-389

cium signalling (CAMTA1, 5) and auxin-mediated morpho-390

genesis (HAT2), both signalling pathways that influence seed391

development and germination [46–50]. These analyses indi-392

cate that cells of cluster 8 and 11 are executing distinct gene393

regulatory programs, involving different sets of transcription394

factors.395

Embryo cells undergo extensive transcriptional repro-396

gramming as germination progresses. The growth prop-397

erties and development of individual cells within the embryo398

change as germination progresses [5, 6]. We investigated399

how underlying dynamic gene expression might contribute to400

changes in the functional properties of cells during this time.401

We focused on the hypocotyl cortex cells because these were402

detected as three distinct clusters (1, 5 , 7) present in differ-403

ent proportions at each timepoint across germination (Fig. 5).404

Cells of cluster 5 were the most abundant at 12 h, accompa-405

nied by a small number of cluster 1 cells (Fig. 5a). Cells406

of 1 and 7 were most abundant at 24 h, whilst at 48 h very407

few cells were detected from any of the clusters but cells of408

cluster 1 were most abundant. The existence of three distinct409

clusters of hypocotyl cortex cells indicated that there were410

populations of hypocotyl cortex cells whose transcriptomes411

differed. It was not possible to identify single marker tran-412

scripts clearly specific to individual clusters, suggesting that413

the differences between clusters were relatively subtle and re-414

lated to quantitative differences in expression of many genes415

rather than complete presence/absence of certain transcripts416

(Extended Data Fig. 5, Supplementary Table 8). However,417

marker transcripts strongly specific to all three clusters 1, 5,418

7 combined were readily identified (Extended Data Fig. 6,419

Supplementary Table 9). AT4G16410 was a specific marker420

transcript of clusters 1, 5 and 7 at 12 h and 24 h time points421

in our scRNA-seq data. Expression of the transcript was422

detected by RNA in situ hybridisation in lower and middle423

hypocotyl cortex cells at at 12 h and 24 h, confirming the cell424

type annotation of clusters 1, 5, and 7 (Fig. 5b, Extended425

Data Fig. 7).426

We conducted a detailed analysis of the transcriptomes of427

cells within each of the three hypocotyl cortex clusters (1,428

5, 7) to understand their similarities and differences. We re-429

clustered and plotted only cells annotated to hypocotyl clus-430

ters (1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10) to remove the influence of the large431

transcriptional differences from cells of other organs/tissues,432

thereby allowing us to focus on the smaller differences be-433

tween hypocotyl cells (Fig. 5c). Cells of the hypocotyl cortex434

clusters formed a contiguous group even at this focused scale,435

which transitioned (top to bottom) from cluster 5, through436

cluster 7 to cluster 1 and indicated that the clusters’ transcrip-437

tomes were highly similar (Fig. 5c). There was a correspond-438

ing temporal order to the group, transitioning from cells har-439

vested at 12 h (cluster 5), through 24 h (clusters 7 and 1) to440

48 h (cluster 1) (Fig. 5a). These observations suggested that441

clusters 1, 5 and 7 represent hypocotyl cortex cells transi-442

tioning through different transcriptional states over time dur-443

ing germination. Reconstruction of a pseudotime trajectory444

across the clusters supported this proposal, with pseudotime445

following a similar path to the true time of germination.446

The dynamics observed in transcriptomes across hypocotyl447

cortex cell clusters indicated that the functional properties448

of these cells change during germination. To examine this449

we identified modules of genes that are co-expressed across450

cells, and assessed their functions and timing of expression.451

There were 25 distinct modules of co-expressed genes across452

the pseudotime trajectory of clusters 1, 5, and 7 (5d, Supple-453

mentary Table 10). These were broadly categorised as early454

(modules 4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 24), mid (1, 2, 5, 19, 20,455

22) and late (3, 7, 8 , 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 21, 23, 25) on the456

pseudotime trajectory, which can be considered as equiva-457

lent to early, mid and late germination. Genes co-expressed458

during early germination were enriched for functions related459

to chromatin accessibility, transcription, RNA splicing, and460

translation. During mid germination, functions related to461

translation, protein maturation and photosynthesis were more462

strongly evident, and in late germination photosynthesis was463

the dominant function. These analyses indicate that dynamic464

gene expression drives functional changes in hypocotyl cor-465

tex cells across germination.466

Individual gene regulatory programs are active in each467

cell type of the germinating seed. The many cell types of468

an embryo each have different roles and contribute at differ-469

ent times to the success of germination [1, 4, 5, 27]. This470

is achieved by cell types having distinct functional proper-471

ties, which must be determined by the particular comple-472

ment of genes these cells express. Consequently, each cell473

type of the germinating embryo should have a unique and474

dynamic gene regulatory program. We examined the prop-475

erties of these gene regulatory programs by reconstructing476

pseudotime trajectories, using CSHMM-TF, for each clus-477

ter identified from our scRNA-seq dataset (Fig. 6, Extended478

Data Fig. 8, Extended Data Fig. 9, Extended Data Fig.479
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Fig. 5. Clusters 1, 5, 7 define a trajectory of hypocotyl cortex cell states. a, UMAP dimensional reduction and visualisation of clusters 1, 5, 7 cells across three timepoints,
12 h, 24 h and 48 h. b, Confirmation of the location of clusters 1, 5, 7 using RNA in situ hybridisation of a marker transcript specific to these clusters at 12 h and 24 h. UMAP
dimensional reduction plot of expression of the marker transcript of AT4G16410 across all cells at each time point. Scale bar = 200 µm. c, Cells of clusters 1, 5, 7 form a
contiguous group together. They sit upon a temporal trajectory from 12 h to 24 h to 48 h, which corresponds to the transition from cluster 5 cells, through cluster 7 to cluster
1 cells. Reconstruction of pseudotime follows a trajectory that corresponds to the real time of germination. d, Co-expressed gene modules across the pseudotime trajectory
of cluster 1, 5, 7 cells. Early pseudotime is equivalent to early germination. Module annotations are major representative gene ontology terms associated with modules,
assessed using gene ontology term reduction. Complete lists of enriched gene ontology terms are given in Supplementary Table 9.
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10, Supplementary Tables 6, 7, 11-13). Gene expression480

was dynamic and complex across germination in all clusters,481

with each cluster presenting several modules of co-expressed482

genes. For example, 13 modules of co-expressed genes were483

detected in cotyledon mesophyll cells (cluster 13), with a484

temporal structure of the modules apparent (Fig. 6a). The485

enriched functional annotations differed between modules,486

indicating temporal transitions in expressed biological func-487

tions. These included translation and chromosome organisa-488

tion (early pseudotime), hypoxia and photosynthesis (mid),489

and protein transport/modification (late) (Fig. 6b). Some490

gene ontology terms were shared between different modules491

(e.g. modules 3 and 8), reflecting sequential activation of492

multiple groups of genes that contribute to the same pro-493

cess. The gene regulatory programs of other clusters were494

different, though they did have similarities. For example, 5495

modules of co-expressed genes were detected in protophloem496

(cluster 15) (Fig. 6c). These modules were associated with497

translation and temperature/water responses (early pseudo-498

time), hypoxia and photosynthesis (mid), followed by chro-499

mosome organisation (late) (Fig. 6d).500

Differing gene regulatory programs would require the activ-501

ity of different transcription factors. Ten active transcription502

factors were predicted in the cotyledon mesophyll cell (clus-503

ter 13) gene regulatory program, compared with 15 active504

transcription factors in protophloem cells (cluster 15) (Fig.505

6a, b, Supplementary Table 13). Only one of these transcrip-506

tion factors was shared between the two cell types, indicating507

how the differences in the cell types’ gene regulatory pro-508

grams may arise. A total of 81 transcription factors were pre-509

dicted to be active across all cell types (Fig. 6e, Supplemen-510

tary Table 13). Thirty-nine transcription factors were unique511

to a single cluster, such as PEAR1 and PEAR2 which were512

uniquely predicted to regulate the protophloem gene expres-513

sion modules (cluster 15) and are already known regulators514

of protophloem development [51]. By contrast, other tran-515

scription factors were shared between many cell types, such516

as BIM2 (a known regulator of brassinosteroid signalling and517

growth, 8 clusters) and MYBS2 (a known regulator of glu-518

cose and abscisic acid signalling, 9 clusters) [41, 52]. Over-519

all, these analyses indicate the different cell types of a germi-520

nating embryo express unique and dynamic gene regulatory521

programs that are likely governed by specific sets of tran-522

scription factors.523

Discussion524

How cell type specific patterns of gene expression are estab-525

lished and change in individual embryo cells during germi-526

nation are significant unanswered questions in seed biology.527

In this study we have comprehensively described gene ex-528

pression dynamics between 12 and 48 hours of germination529

in the individual cells of the Arabidopsis embryo. We ob-530

serve that gene expression is highly dynamic within individ-531

ual cell types and that cells transition through distinct tran-532

scriptional states as germination progresses. Almost all em-533

bryo cells pass through the same, single, transcriptional state534

early in germination, afterwards diverging to their cell-type535

specific patterns of gene expression. Gene expression dy-536

namics within cell types relate to the functions operating in537

those cells and are governed by cell-type specific gene reg-538

ulatory networks. These findings significantly increase our539

understanding of how gene expression commences during540

germination. They also provide a general framework within541

which to study cell-specific gene expression during germina-542

tion of other Arabidopsis genotypes and plant species where543

seed strategies differ.544

An important insight provided by our study is that the same545

initial transcriptional state is established in nearly all embryo546

cells at the start of germination. This was evident from our547

observations that more than a third of cells at 12 h of germi-548

nation belonged to a single cluster (8), and that marker tran-549

scripts for this cluster were broadly expressed across the em-550

bryo when observed using RNA in situ hybridization. Sim-551

ilar general transcriptional states through which many cell552

lineages pass also exist in Drosophila melanogaster and hu-553

mans. Undifferentiated cells in D. melanogaster transition554

through a general transcriptional state in preparation for dif-555

ferentiation [53]. Human cell types can be placed into 5 ma-556

jor categories, each of which is defined by a shared broad557

transcriptional program [54]. Subsequent highly-specific cell558

types then arise from these basic programs. Our study indi-559

cates that the earliest phase of widespread embryo cell ac-560

tivity during germination is the expression of a shared tran-561

scriptional program, from which the many cell-type specific562

gene expression programs of the embryo emerge. Why cells563

need to express this shared transcriptional program upon first564

activity remains to be discovered.565

Our study demonstrates that gene expression is highly dy-566

namic and specific within individual cell types during germi-567

nation. The transcriptomes of each embryo cell type changed568

substantially as germination progressed, resulting in changes569

to the molecular pathways and functions expressed by each570

cell type over time. The hypocotyl cortex cells were an ex-571

ample of this, expressing genes involved in mRNA splicing572

and transcriptional functions early in germination, progress-573

ing to protein maturation and establishment of photosynthe-574

sis in mid-germination, and chloroplast organization and cell575

growth in late germination when the seed-seedling transition576

occurs. Similar dynamics were observed in every cell type,577

but in each case the functions expressed and the sequence of578

changes were specific to the individual cell type. This pre-579

sumably reflects the unique role of each embryo cell type580

during germination. Underlying these expression dynamics581

were cell-type specific gene regulatory networks, defined by582

groups of transcription factors. Whilst some transcription583

factors were predicted to be active across multiple cell types,584

a subset of transcription factors were specific to individual585

cell types or transcriptional states. This indicates that distinct586

groups of transcription factors govern the dynamic functional587

changes of each embryo cell type as germination progresses.588

Overall, we illustrate that the cells of the embryo progress589

through specific transcriptional states as germination pro-590

gresses. This enables individual cell types to express the591

genes that define the changing functions of those cell types592
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Fig. 6. Each cell cluster is defined by a unique gene regulatory program, which reflects dynamic and differing function. a, Co-expressed gene modules across
the pseudotime trajectory of cluster 13 cotyledon mesophyll cells. b, Enriched gene ontology terms of cluster 13. c, Co-expressed gene modules across the pseudotime
trajectory of cluster 15 protophloem cells. d, Enriched gene ontology terms of cluster 15. e, Active TFs in every CSHMM-TF model of the 15 clusters identified, comprising a
total of 81 unique transcription factors, 39 of which are active in one cell cluster only.
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at the appropriate time, thereby contributing to the success-593

ful seed-seedling transition. Seed structures and resources594

vary remarkably between plant species, requiring different595

cell types, functions and dynamics. Our study provides a596

framework for analysis of functional variation in seeds be-597

tween species and for investigation of how different species598

establish cell transcriptional states in the embryo.599

Methods600

Plant material and growth conditions. Col-0 and Cvi-0601

seeds were sown on MS media plates (containing 3% su-602

crose). Seeds were sterilised and stratified for 48 h of cold603

(4°) dark stratification before being transferred to continuous604

light (at 22°), then collected after 12 h, 24 h and 48 h in the605

light. Two biological replicates were collected and analysed.606

Dissociation of Arabidopsis thaliana embryos into sin-607

gle cells. Seeds were sandwiched between two glass slides608

and embryos were released mechanically from seed coats by609

pressing the slides together. Ruptured seed coats and em-610

bryos were collected into microcentrifuge tubes and sepa-611

rated from each other using a Percoll gradient. In brief, the612

samples were resuspended in MC buffer (10 mM potassium613

phospate pH7.0, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 M sucrose) and loaded614

onto a 1 ml 60% Percoll cushion. The tubes were then cen-615

trifuged at 800 g for 5 min and the embryo fraction (at the616

bottom of the tubes) was collected and re-suspended in 0.6617

ml MC buffer. A second Percoll gradient was repeated to ob-618

tain pellets of embryos without any seed coats. Enriched em-619

bryos were cut with razor blades and digested in protoplas-620

ting buffer (2% w/v Cellulase, 3% w/v Macerozyme, 0.4 M621

D-mannitol, 20 mM MES, 20 mM KCl in milli-Q water with622

the pH adjusted to 5.7 with 1 M Tris/HCL pH7.5, 0.1% w/v623

BSA, 10 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol). After 3624

hour of digestion, protoplasts were filtered through a 70 µm625

cell strainer, followed by a 40 µm cell strainer to remove de-626

bris, and centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min. The supernatant was627

removed and the pellet was washed with 2 ml protoplasting628

buffer without enzymes or mercaptoethanol and centrifuged629

at 500 g for 5 min. The pellet was resuspended in 50 µl proto-630

plasting buffer without enzymes and mercaptoethanol. Pro-631

toplasts were counted using hemocytometer and adjusted to632

final concentration of 800–1200 protoplasts per µl.633

Bulk RNA-seq library preparation. Col-0 seeds were634

sown and collected at the 12 h, 24 h and 48 h time points as635

above, in three independent replicates (batches) of the exper-636

iment. Embryos were released from seed coats and enriched637

by doing Percoll gradient. For bulk RNA-seq, embryos ei-638

ther collected without protoplasting (np) or with protoplas-639

ting (p). RNA were extraction using Qiagen RNeasy Plant640

Mini Kit. RNA quality and integrity were determined us-641

ing Qubit fluorometer. Libraries were prepared using TruSeq642

Stranded mRNA Library Prep kit and sequenced by Illumina643

sequencer Nextseq500 using 75 bp single end kits.644

Bulk RNA-seq analysis. Raw Illumina reads were trimmed645

for quality and adapter sequences with Trimgalore v0.4.5.646

Trimmed fastqs were quality checked with FastQC [55],647

and aligned to the Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 TAIR10 as-648

sembly with hisat2 v2.1.0 [56]. Exonic counts aggre-649

gated by genes were calculated with FeatureCounts [57]650

using the Araport11 annotation [58]. Differential expres-651

sion analysis between the dissociated and non-dissociated652

embryos was performed in R 3.5.1 [59] with the edgeR653

package [60, 61]. The design matrix was defined as654

model.matrix(~ time + protoplast), and glms655

for each gene were fit with glmFit. Genes differentially ex-656

pressed by the dissociation treatment were identified by per-657

forming a likelihood ratio test on the protoplast factor658

with glmLRT. We imposed a 1% FDR and a minimum ab-659

solute log2-fold change of 1.5 to call genes as significantly660

induced or repressed by the dissociation.661

Single-cell RNA-seq library preparation. 6,000 proto-662

plasts per time point and replicate were loaded onto a663

Chromium Single Cell instrument (10x Genomics, Millen-664

nium Science Australia Pty Ltd, Australia) to generate single-665

cell GEMs. Single-cell RNA-seq libraries were generated666

with the Chromium Single Cell 3’ Library and Gel Bead Kit667

v2 (10x Genomics, Millennium Science Australia Pty Ltd,668

Australia) according to user guide (Chromium Single Cell 3’669

Reagent Kits v2). The resulting libraries were checked on an670

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, and quantified with the KAPA Li-671

brary Quantification Kit for Illumina Platforms (Millennium672

Science Australia Pty Ltd, Australia). The libraries were se-673

quenced on an Illumina Nextseq500 using two 150 bp paired-674

end kits with 15% PhiX. The raw scRNA-seq dataset was675

comprised of 26 bp Read1, 116 bp Read2 and 8 bp i7 index676

reads.677

Single-cell RNA-seq analysis. CellRanger count (v1.3.0)678

was used to generate raw UMI-count matrices for each679

sample separately, mapping to the TAIR10 Arabidopsis680

thaliana genome masked for Cvi-0 SNPs with STAR options681

--alignIntronMin=10 --alignIntronMax=5000682

--scoreDelOpen=-1 --scoreDelBase=-1683

--scoreInsOpen=-1 --scoreInsBase=-1 and684

using the Araport11 AtRTD2 GTF file.685

Single cells for the first replicate, containing Cvi-0686

and Col-0 cells, were genotyped by first counting the687

UMIs containing Col-0 or Cvi-0 SNPs for each cell688

barcode, followed by density-based clustering with DB-689

SCAN. These steps are included in the sctools package690

(https://github.com/timoast/sctools). The clustering param-691

eters were optimised for each sample: ϵbackground =692

0.5 and ϵmargin = 0.3 for 12 h rep1, ϵbackground = 0.4693

and ϵmargin = 0.3 for 24 h rep1, ϵbackground = 0.4 and694

ϵmargin = 0.15 for 48 h rep1. Cells genotyped as Col-0 were695

retained for further analysis.696

We applied emptyDrops [62] from the DropletUtils package697

(v1.6.1) following the guide to distinguish real cells. Further698

quality control was performed using scater (v1.14.6) [63] to699

remove cells with 1) more than three median absolute de-700

viations (MADs) of the log10 read counts below the median701

values; 2) more than three MADs of the log10 genes detected702
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below the median. Then, calculateAverage was used to re-703

move low-abundance genes with an average count below 0.704

Genes induced during protoplast isolation were removed be-705

fore applying the normalization method calculateSumFactors706

with pool-based size factors used from scran [64]. Highly707

variable genes (HVGs) were selected by modelGeneVar and708

getTopHVGs with biological variance threshold set as 0.709

FastMNN [65] was then performed using HVGs to integrate710

data sets from each sample. MNN dimension reductions were711

applied to construct a shared nearest neighbour graph with712

the function provided in scran, and the Louvain algorithm713

from igraph [66] was followed to group cells into clusters.714

MNN dimension reductions were also applied to generate a715

two-dimensional UMAP for visualization.716

Cluster and cell type annotation. To identify cluster-717

enriched genes, genes upregulated in each cluster were cal-718

culated using FindMarkers from Seurat (4.0.5) with the P-719

value < 0.01 [67] (Supp Table 2). The cell type of each clus-720

ters was manually annotated and assigned using known cell-721

type marker genes from the literature (Supp Table 3). Well-722

characterised endosperm and seed coat marker genes were723

included to show exclusion of these two tissues and enrich-724

ment of embryos in current data.725

Comparison to bulk RNA-seq data. We also compared726

the scRNA-seq data to the published time-series sequenc-727

ing bulk RNA-seq profiles of seed germination [13]. The728

samples used for bulk RNA-seq were collected after 48h of729

dark stratification, followed by 1 h, 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h of730

exposure to continuous light. Differential expression analy-731

sis between samples from specific time point to others was732

performed with the limma package [68]. With design ma-733

trix defined as model.matrix(~ 0 + time), precision734

weights are calculated by voom [69], and used in eBayes735

for statistical testing. The contrasts were made between data736

from every time point to the average of data from other time737

points. Genes that are differentially expressed with the log2-738

fold change above 1.5 and FDR < 5% are retained as DE739

genes. We then filtered out genes that are regarded as DE740

genes at more than one time point. Then the lists of unique741

DE genes of individual time points are used in the scRNA-742

seq data to calculate their average expression in each of the743

cells with the function AddModuleScore [70].744

RNA in situ hybridisation. Seeds were harvested and fixed745

in ice-cold Farmer’s fixative (3:1 ethanol:acetic acid). The746

samples were placed in the cold room (4°) overnight. The747

following day, the fixed tissues were dehydrated using the Le-748

ica Semi-Enclosed Benchtop Tissue Processor TP1020 (Le-749

ica Biosystems, Mount Waverley, Australia) at room tem-750

perature in a graded series of ethanol (1 h each 75%, 85%,751

100%, 100%, and 100% v/v). The tissues were then trans-752

ferred to a graduated ethanol:xylene series (1 h 20 mins each753

75%:25%, 50%:50%, 25%:75% v/v), finished with a xylene754

series (1 h each 100% and 100% v/v). Tissue was then added755

to molten Surgipath Paraplast® Paraffin (Leica Biosystems)756

for 2 times for 2 h each at 65°. Paraplast blocks were then757

prepared with dozens of seeds in each block using the Le-758

ica Heated Paraffin Embedding Module EG1150 H with the759

added Leica Cold Plate for Modular Tissue Embedding Sys-760

tem EG1150 C (Leica Biosystems) with vacuum infiltration.761

Embedded tissues were cut at eight-micrometer sections and762

in situ hybridization was carried out according to a modified763

protocol from Jackson (1991): 50°hybridization temperature764

and 0.2x SSC washes [71]. Transcripts of interest were am-765

plified using designed primers (Supplementary Table 4) and766

cloned into pGEMT-Easy vector (Promega). Digoxigenin-767

labelled antisense and sense RNA probes were transcribed768

from T7 or SP6 promoter of pGEMT-Easy vector (Promega)769

according to manufacturer’s instructions. All hybridization770

results were observed and photographed using a Zeiss Axio771

Observer A1 microscope (Carl Zeiss AG).772

Trajectory inference analysis. Monocle 3 (1.0.0) [72] was773

used to construct single-cell trajectories. Cells from anno-774

tated hypocotyl clusters were extracted and re-processed (in-775

cluding normalization and batch effect correction [65], di-776

mensionality reduction, and clustering) with Monocle 3. This777

resulted in three distinct partitions, and we learned the trajec-778

tory for each of the partitions. We selected the beginning779

nodes of the trajectory where more adjacent cells come from780

12 h. Modules of co-regulated genes were then calculated781

using Louvain community analysis based on genes with the782

function find_gene_modules. Aggregated expression of all783

genes in each module across cells along pseudotime was plot-784

ted in a heatmap. After grouping modules based on their ex-785

pression pattern according to the pseudotime stage, we as-786

sessed enriched gene ontology terms using all genes from787

each stage. Gene Ontology analysis was performed using the788

topGo package [73].789

Inferring TF activation order with CSHMM-TF. CSHMM-790

TF [74] was used to analysis of time series single-cell expres-791

sion data with information about transcription factors (TFs)792

provided (TF binding data from [40]). Cells from each clus-793

ter were extracted separately and their raw count matrix and794

information about their collected time were used as input.795

find_gene_modules was used to find gene modules across796

individual clusters. Aggregated expression was then calcu-797

lated based on assigned time blocks of activation along the798

learned path by CSHMM-TF. GO analysis was performed in799

each module of genes separately, and the results are shown800

in dot plots with size denoted by the ratio of provided genes801

by all genes in a specific term and color denoted by adjusted802

enrichment P-values.803

GO analysis. Gene Ontology analysis was performed using804

the topGO package [73]. Whole gene sets without protoplas-805

ting genes were used as the background. Adjusted P values806

of genes enrichment were obtained by multiple P values gen-807

erated from topGO with the number of tests run in each en-808

richment analysis.809
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Extended Data Fig. 1. Quality assessment and integration of scRNA-seq data. a, Numbers of cells captured for each time point (12, 24, 48 h) and biological replicate (R1,
R2). b, Distribution of number of detected genes per cell. c, MDS plot of pseudo-bulks for each scRNA-seq sample. d, UMAP plot depicting relative similarity of all cells post
batch correction and data integration. e, Total Unique Molecular Identifier (UMI) count per cell for all cells. f, Proportional distribution of cells between clusters in each sample.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. RNA in situ hybridization of marker transcripts specific to cluster 9 and cluster 14.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. RNA in situ hybridization of marker transcripts specific to cluster 8 and cluster 11.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. CSHMM-TF model gene expression modules for clusters 8 and 11. Left, CSHMM-TF models. P indicates paths, D indicates split nodes. Split nodes
are the start and end of each path. Right, heatmap depicting modules of gene co-expression identified within the CSHMM-TF models. At bottom of co-expression heatmap
x-axis labels indicate path number and, in brackets, relative position in pseudotime within the path. Colour scale indicates the module score, which is essentially the average
log-fold change of all genes within a module compared to the background control. Functions of genes highly co-expressed within modules were subsequently analysed using
gene ontology, to understand what the gene functions characteristic of each module.
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Extended Data Fig. 5. Identification of marker transcripts for clusters 1, 5 and 7. a, UMAP dimensional reduction and visualisation of cells at three individual time points, 12 h,
24 h, 48 h, and all time points together. b, Most highly specific marker transcripts for each of clusters 1, 5 and 7 individually. The plots illustrate that marker transcripts highly
specific to each of these clusters individually could not be identified, likely due to high similarity in transcriptomes between the three clusters. These most highly individual
cluster-specific marker transcripts were still expressed in clusters other than 1, 5 and 7.
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Extended Data Fig. 6. Identification of combined marker transcripts for clusters 1, 5 and 7. a, UMAP dimensional reduction and visualisation of cells at three individual time
points, 12 h, 24 h, 48 h, and at all time points together. b, Most highly specific marker transcripts for clusters 1, 5, 7 combined. Marker transcripts identified were more highly
specific to the clusters when these clusters were analysed as a group.
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Extended Data Fig. 7. RNA in situ hybridization of marker transcripts specific to clusters 1, 5, 7 combined.
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Extended Data Fig. 8. CSHMM-TF models for clusters 5 (hypocotyl cortex, early), 7 (hypocotyl cortex, mid), 1 (hypocotyl cortex, late) and 6 (hypocotyl epidermis).
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Extended Data Fig. 9. CSHMM-TF models for clusters 2 (hypocotyl/radicle endodermis), 4 (radicle quiescent centre - QC, shoot apical meristem - SAM, columella), 10
(hypocotyl/radicle epidermis, and 14 (radicle apical meristem region).
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Extended Data Fig. 10. CSHMM-TF models for clusters 3 (cotyledon mesophyll), (12) stele, and protoxylem (9).
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